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Energy band bending induced charge accumulation at fullerene/ bathocuproine heterojunction interface Shenghao Wang, 1,a) Takeaki Sakurai, 1,2 Ryusuke Kuroda, 1 The electronic properties of fullerene (C 60 )/bathocuproine (BCP)/Ag heterostructures were studied as a function of the BCP layer thickness by photoemission spectroscopy. For the thin BCP layer, the energy levels are flat and gap states exist at the interface. In contrast, energy band bending occurs at the C 60 /BCP interface when the BCP layer is thick, resulting in a considerable barrier for electron transport and therefore causing charge accumulation in organic solar cells. The results reveal that a thin BCP layer gives a much more favorable energy level structure and conform that charge accumulation is responsible to the anomalous current-voltage (I-V) curve. V C 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4728996] Organic solar cells (OSCs) have great potential in the photovoltaic market due to the advantages of low cost, easy fabrication, and compatibility with large-scale and flexible substrates by means of low-cost printing and coating technologies. 1, 2 The insertion of a buffer layer between acceptor and top metal electrode can improve the power conversion efficiency of OSCs. 3 The most commonly used buffer layer is bathocuproine (BCP). Several interpretations have been proposed for the working mechanism of BCP, such as functioning as an exciton-blocking layer, 4 reducing nonradiative recombination of excitons at the C 60 /Al interface, 5 increasing the built-in field, 6 avoiding the formation of aluminum carbide, 7 and acting as an optical spacer. 8 However, the exact role of BCP buffer layer in OSCs still remains unclear.
The thicknesses of organic materials strongly affect the performance of OSCs because of the short exciton diffusion length, low carrier mobility, high resistance, and unique carrier hoping mechanism in organic materials. 7, 9, 10 It has been demonstrated that a thick BCP buffer layer at accept/cathode layers deteriorates the performance of OSCs. 7 Wang et al. 11 recently reported that the shape of current-voltage (I-V) curve of small molecular OSC depends on the BCP layer thickness. They found that the device with thick BCP layer exhibits a kink-like I-V curve (i.e., an anomalous S-shaped I-V curve), which results in low fill factor and poor device performance. Several explanations have been proposed for the origin of the S-shaped I-V curve, including slow charge carrier transfer at the contacts with electrodes, 12 the presence of interfacial dipoles, 13 traps and defects, 14 and energy barriers at the donor-accept interface. 15 In Ref. 11 , new assumption of charge accumulation was proposed to explain the S-shaped I-V curve induced by thick BCP layer. However, there is no report in terms of energy level structure for the cases of thin and thick BCP layers. Furthermore, metal may diffuse toward the active layer (C 60 ) through the buffer layer during metal electrode deposition, resulting in undesirable interaction between the active layer and the metal. 7, 16 It is thus critical to study the interfacial properties of C 60 /BCP/ metal heterostructures as a function of the BCP layer thickness to determine the role of BCP and to clarify the origin of the S-shaped I-V curve. This will enable the performance of OSCs to be improved.
We have reported the electronic properties of BCP/metal interface. 17 The present work focuses on the interface of C 60 / BCP heterojunction. We investigated the electronic properties of C 60 /BCP/Ag heterostructures as a function of the BCP layer thickness by synchrotron-based in situ ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS). We found that the energy level alignment of the heterostructures with thick BCP layer drastically differs from that with thin BCP layer due to energy band bending.
UPS experiments were performed at beamline BL-3B of the Photon Factory, High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Japan. Ex situ cleaned Si (100) wafers were used as substrates. The C 60 /BCP/Ag heterostructures were formed by depositing BCP on Ag and subsequently depositing C 60 with increasing thickness from 0.4 to 5 nm onto BCP/Ag stack layer in a step-by-step way in a deposition chamber (<5.0 Â 10 À9 Torr). BCP layers with thicknesses of 0.8 and 5 nm were formed in two samples; these represent thin and thick layers, respectively. The nominal thickness of 0.6 $ 0.8 nm corresponds to a monolayer of BCP. The 5 nm BCP layer is sufficiently thick to give a bulklike spectrum and bury the signal of the underlayer without causing any noticeable charging. Prior to deposition, BCP (Wako Corp., sublimated grade) and C 60 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%) were purified three times by vacuum gradient sublimation. The deposition rates for both materials were 0.01 nm/s, and the thicknesses were monitored by a quartzcrystal microbalance. UPS spectra were measured in an analysis chamber (<9.0 Â 10 À10 Torr) using the photon energy of 30 eV. The secondary electron cutoff (SEC) energy was measured under a bias of À4.0 V. Figure 1 shows UPS spectra of C 60 layers with various thicknesses deposited on BCP (0.8 nm)/Ag stack layer. The abscissa is the electron binding energy (BE) relative to the Fermi level (E F ) of Ag. Fig. 1(b) shows that, apart from the presence of small peak at about 1.8 eV, there is hardly any a) other change and shift for the spectrum after depositing 0.4 nm C 60 . As C 60 thickness is greater than 0.8 nm, the features of the BCP underlayer attenuate and the features of the C 60 overlayer become discernible. It is difficult to visualize the feature of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of C 60 for the initial coverage due to spectral overlap with the underlayer features. The HOMO peak of C 60 , which is clearly discernible at thicknesses above 1.6 nm, exhibits no shift as the thickness is increased up to 5 nm, indicating the pinning of E F .
Interestingly, a small peak near E F was clearly observed after depositing C 60 , as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). This peak indicates the presence of gap states. With increasing C 60 thickness, the peak intensity weakens until it disappears for the 5 nm C 60 layer, indicating that the gap states only exist at the interface. Organic-organic interfaces are expected to be chemically and structurally simple because of the weak interaction of van der Waals inter-molecular forces. Therefore, gap states generally should not be generated at organic-organic interfaces. The observed gap states at the C 60 /BCP interface appear to be generated by the interaction between C 60 and Ag when Ag diffuses toward the C 60 side through the thin BCP layer or the C 60 layer directly contacts with Ag due to the non-wetting coverage on the thin BCP layer. To investigate this conjecture, we studied the electronic properties of C 60 /Ag interface by UPS (data not shown); in other word, the case when there is no BCP interlayer. However, no gap states exist at the C 60 /Ag interface in the corresponding BE (just the same as when BCP layer is present), and the HOMO peak of C 60 on Ag shows a distinct shift to higher BE, which is contradictory to the unchanged HOMO peak of C 60 on BCP layer. It has been demonstrated that metal-BCP complex can form during metal contact deposition. 4 The origin of the gap states at the C 60 /BCP interface can be ascribed to the interaction between C 60 and Ag-BCP complex, rather than the interaction between C 60 and Ag.
When BCP is deposited on Ag, Ag interacts with BCP, forming Ag-BCP complex. A C 60 /complex interface then forms when C 60 is deposited. The electronic properties of Ag-BCP complex formed by co-deposition of Ag and BCP have been studied in our previous study (Ref. 17) . We found that the partially filled gap states exist in Ag-BCP complex. This complex facilitates electron transfer along the stacked molecules through adjacent conduction levels. When C 60 molecule is chemically bonded to the metal-BCP complex, the energy levels of C 60 should be modified, causing shifting, broadening, and the formation of new states. In Fig. 1(a) , the shift of the SEC energy, which reflects the vacuum level (VL) change, is just 0.1 eV, indicating approximate vacuum level alignment at the C 60 /BCP interface. This occurs for most organic heterojunctions, which can be described by the classical Shockley-Mott model and are characterized by flat energy levels and aligned vacuum levels across the junctions. 18 Figure 2 shows UPS spectra of C 60 layers with various thicknesses deposited on BCP (5 nm)/Ag stack layer. The C 60 features are visible for C 60 thicknesses up to 1.6 nm. Below this thickness, the spectra are dominated by the BCP features. Significantly, obvious peak shift for the BCP features can be observed upon the deposition of C 60 , implying that the molecular orbitals of BCP change. After depositing 0.4 nm C 60 , the HOMO peak of BCP (indicated by the short solid line in Fig. 2(b) ) abruptly shifts to lower BE by 0.5 eV. When the C 60 layer thickness is increased to 0.8 nm, the HOMO peak of BCP further shifts by 0.1 eV. With further increase of C 60 layer thickness, the BCP features disappear, and the HOMO peak of C 60 becomes clear. When the C 60 layer thickness is increased from 1.6 to 5 nm, the HOMO peak of C 60 shifts to lower BE by 0.2 eV. The change of the HOMO peak indicates that band bending occurs for both BCP and C 60 at the interface of C 60 /BCP heterojunction.
In Fig. 2(b) , there is no new peak near the E F after C 60 deposition, indicating that there are no gap states at the interface. Fig. 2(a) shows that the SEC energy shifts to lower BE 
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Appl. Phys. Lett. 100, 243301 (2012) by 0.4 eV with increasing C 60 thickness. As compared to the thin BCP layer case, the VL shift is much larger. This implies the breakdown of the vacuum level alignment rule and the formation of interface dipole layer. The origin of this dipole layer will be discussed later. Figure 3 shows energy level diagrams of the C 60 /BCP/ Ag heterostructures. The HOMO level was determined by linearly extrapolating the HOMO peak. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level was derived via the optical band gaps of 3.5 (Ref. 19 ) and 1.7 eV (Ref. 20) for BCP and C 60 , respectively. For the thin BCP layer ( Fig. 3(a) ), the molecular orbitals of C 60 and BCP do not change. The interaction between Ag-BCP complex and C 60 may drive the equivalence of the LUMO levels and thus give rise to the flat energy levels. The induced gap states at the interface may facilitate electron transfer in OSCs. For the thick BCP layer ( Fig. 3(b) ), the nominal BCP layer actually consists of two layers: the Ag-BCP complex sublayer formed during the initial deposition of BCP, and a dominant BCP layer formed during the continuous deposition of BCP till 5 nm. The thick BCP layer inhibits the formation of C 60 /complex interface. In this case, we can observe energy band bending at the C 60 / BCP interface, which is associated with a balance of charges in the space charge regions on both sides of the C 60 /BCP heterojunction.
Based on the charge neutrality level (CNL) model reported by Vázquez et al., 21 the CNL represents the electronegativity of the molecule to some degree and a deeper CNL means a strong attraction for electrons. The CNLs of BCP and C 60 have been reported to be 3.8 (Ref. 22 ) and 4.6 eV, 22, 23 respectively. When forming C 60 /BCP interface, charge redistributes across the interface due to the much deeper CNL of C 60 . This charge redistribution induces band bending and dipole layer formation. From the CNL model, the magnitude of the resulting interface dipole was derived to be À0.37 eV, being consistent with the experimental value of 0.4 eV. The minus sign indicates that the direction of electron transfer is from BCP to C 60 .
In Fig. 3 , we can see that the LUMO level of C 60 in the thick BCP layer case is deeper than that of the thin BCP layer case, especially at the interface. The energy band bend-ing of both BCP and C 60 and the much deeper LUMO level of C 60 enlarge the energy difference of LUMO levels between C 60 and BCP at the interface. This energy difference is 1.4 eV (0.7 eV) for the thick (thin) BCP layer. The LUMO offset of the BCP/C 60 interface based on the BCP/C 60 /copper phthalocyanine/indium tin oxide heterostructures has been reported to be as large as 2 eV, 24 which is comparable with that of the present study. This suggests that the interfacial electronic properties between C 60 and BCP are independent on the deposition sequence. The high energy offset between the LUMO of C 60 and the LUMO of BCP at the interface will act as a distinct barrier for electron extraction from C 60 to the electrode when the dissociated excitons move to the C 60 /BCP interface in OSCs. This will cause electrons accumulation on C 60 side, which may induce the anomalous Sshaped I-V curve.
In conclusion, the electronic properties of C 60 /BCP/Ag heterostructures are strongly dependent on the thickness of the BCP layer. When the BCP layer is thin, C 60 /complex interface is formed, and the interaction between them results in gap states at the interface, which are beneficial to the OSCs. When the BCP layer is thick, energy band bending occurs at the C 60 /BCP interface. It generates a considerable barrier for electrons transport (as high as 1.4 eV). This will induce charge accumulation at the C 60 /BCP interface in OSCs, which is undesirable for the device performance. The results demonstrate that a thin BCP layer gives a much more favorable energy level alignment for OSCs and also offer direct support for the conjecture that charge accumulation is responsible to the anomalous S-shaped I-V characteristics of OSCs.
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